
     Working  with Pros 

Being the professional you are, you know that a Generator will not operate properly without a 

solid and level base.   A fully engineered, specifically designed, Concrete Base (6,000 PSI) that 

will maintain the generator’s level and balance, which 2 healthy fellas can install in 1 trip to the 

job site for less than $200 would seem like a good way to go.  

It is not possible to pour in place for less than $200: Material, Time, Labor: (collect material 

[buckets, wheel barrel, cement mixer, wood, water etc] dig out, form up,[ mix and pour cement, 

clean up] let cure, return to job site, inspection etc).  The Americast precast pad requires only: 

delivery to the job site, leveling of the ground and mounting of the generator onto the pad.  The 

average Americast pad weighs 150lbs; so this can be done with 2 men and/or 1 man with a hand 

truck  Official raised seal engineering is also provided so that you will have no problems with 

your building inspectors/permitting .Average Cost per Pad = $150 Delivered . If you have a 

better deal, please present it and we will endeavor to compete.  

 You Get What You Pay for.                       No substitute for Quality Product 

There are Precast pads available for less than the Americast GEN Pad (low as $60).  These are 

essentially AC Pads and are neither designed nor engineered to support a Generator; i.e.; the 

vibration from the weekly start up of the Generator let alone the intense and extended vibrations 

under emergency conditions.  These less expensive pads will at best, become unbalanced and at 

worse, break down under the wear and tear of the Generator’s vibration.  The use of Cinder 

Blocks/Pavers/ Concrete Blocks/ Gravel/Pearock, crushed stone and the "like" can also result in 

the same unbalancing, as well as cracking and sinking.   

 

A pad   recently came on the market which supports the Generac Air-Cooled 8-20kw. . This pad 

is 31" x 54" x 3" and weighs 189lbs;  The manufacturer requires a Minimum order 10. These 

pads have pre-drilled holes which, according to installers in the field, complicates installation 

and leads to more time on the job and frustration due to having to match the generator so 

precisely to the pre-drilled holes.   “It’s over engineered.  We're pros, we know where to drill and 

mount,” say installers.   

The Americast pad, that is made for the Generac 8-20 kw, is 32" x 54" x 4" and weighs 

150lbs.  No Minimum order of 10 required. The Americast pad is bigger, stronger (6,000 

PSI) and lighter.  You also have more room/flexibility with the mounting of the Americast pad; 

and being the professional you are, you select your own drilling/mounting area on the pad..  

Americast requires a Minimum order of 5 pads for a shipping/ price break and we will 

work with you on pricing.  We will also ship you just 1 pad, however, the cost could be as 

much as $350 for this single pad==No price break on shipping for a single pad. The 

Americast Precast Gen pad is a quality product (Google: "best precast gen pad in the 

world"); it is  fully engineered  and specifically designed to support Home Standby generators ; 

ESPECIALLY the vibration issue which we address with our  patented and  proprietary 
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reinforcement methods.  The Americast precast pad assures leveling of the Generator, no sinking 

and no cracking of the base from Vibration.   

  
 

  A Level and Balanced Generator  is  Crucial: 
The polymer bases that come with  various  Generator  makes/ models are not built to keep the 

unit level. The Americast Pad does this job because it provides a solid, sturdy foundation (6,000 

PSI) and eliminates the risk of uneven mounting surfaces with our reinforced bottom of EPS 

foam which also handles uneven ground and frost heaving.  The Americast Pad provides extra 

height (4 inches is standard but we can go higher [24"} if required by your code and/or specs); 

this protects the generator from ponding of water, run off, etc. Having a sturdy foundation such 

as the Americast Pad  secures the unit and keeps it level over the life of the generator to 

maximize its performance.   The  Americast Pad is faster and easier to install than pouring a 

concrete pad and saves you and your customers money and time.  Our most popular precast 

pad is the 36 x 57 which supports:  

Generac (7-20kw) Kohler(14/20Res)  GE(20kw).  Briggs-Stratten etc.   

Our 32 x 54  is specifically designed for the Generac  7-20kw  and weighs 150lbs. 

Americast can ship anywhere in the US/Canada on your behalf.  

Americast can custom make pads per your specs including cut outs/ stub outs for the 

electrical.  We manufacture for all sizes and model. 
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